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THE MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE EAST AFRICA KENNEL CLUB HELD AT THE

EAKC WELD DIXON SHOWGROUND, OFF MAGADI ROAD, NAIROBI. AT 11:30 AM ON  
SATURDAY 19TH JUNE 2021 

Present 
Officers & Council Members 

Mrs. W. Wahome Chairperson 
Mrs. B. E. Davis Immediate former Chairperson 
Dr. M. M. Kahangara Vice Chairperson 
Linda van Dalen Treasurer 
Mr. Y. Hussein Chairperson Showground Committee 
Mr. A. J. Davies Committee Member 
Mrs. P. Galley Committee Member 
Mrs. N. James Committee Member 
Mr. R. F. Maranga Committee Member 
Mrs. J. C. Seton Committee Member 
Mr. R. Wayumba Committee Member 

Present 
Full Members 

Samuel Amenya Peter Mwaura 
Stephen Ananda Michael Omondi 
Raphael Asibwa Carol Rees 
Total Surveillance Security Ltd - Naomi Chebai Lil Rees 
Muraya Guare Kariuki Tinah Rood 
Cromwell Kedemi Samuel Kibunyi Ruguru 
Daniel Mwangi Kihungi Gill Shaw 
BM Security Ltd – Michael Odhiambo Karin Kea Sued 
Collindale Security Ltd – Josphat Achoka Sue Taylor 
Magda M. Linda Telles 
Newman Maeri Makori Sallie Tilbury 
Sarah Miller Regula Wacker 
Doug Morey Charles Waithaka 
Vincent Mungai Wells Fargo Ltd – Paul Mariaikwa 

Others Present 
Willie Gikeria Kamau Fatuma Njambi & Mohammed Hussein 
Justus Kioko Robert Poole 
Joshua Mbaluka Dave Shaw 
Vincent Kutai Salem Kea Sued 
Jeremy Kedemi Caspar Waithaka 
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Apologies Received  
Full Members 
 John A. Ashworth John Leakey 
 Khurram R. Awan David Longstaff 
 Wairimu Bassen-Njonjo Dr. I. Luvai 
 Cristina Boelcke Timothy Mbogho 
 Jasreet K. Brar-Patel Mcharo J. Mbogho 
 Mohammed N. Butt Prof. Susan W. Mbugua 
 Becky Coates Anna B. McFerran 
 Lorraine C. Cruickshank Gilbert Mitei 
 Dr. Giovanni Dall'Oglio Lucy W. Ndegwa 
 Hillary G. Erucliani Brian Okumu 
 Laura Froome Amy L. Rapp 
 Giovanni Gnecchi-Ruscone Mrs. Melinda Rees 
 Bridget Hewett Mr. John S. Sercombe MRCVS 
 Clare Hewitt -Stubbs Collins M. Wainaina 
 Juma K. Ibrahim Brian Williams 
 Ronald F. Kaale Barbie J. Winter 
 Bob King Rebecca Adams 

 

Associate Members 
 Ami Aggarwal George Muruthi 
 Marina Ahl David M. Musiime 
 Jalaldin Angira Harron O. Musumba 
 Deborah Boyd-Moss Stephen M. Musyoka 
 Dhruvkumar Budhdeo Francis M. Ngoge 
 Deepa Galot Simon N. Njogu 
 Ratilal D. Gudhka Albert M. Nyangau 
 Dr. Peter C. Howard Zablon K. Rotich 
 Bonaventure Juma Swalah S. Rubeya 
 Seremba S. Kasumba Rainald Schuhmacher 
 Timothy Kimathi Niheer Shah 
 Kristina W. Klass Rowena Stichbury 
 Jon G. Lovendal Stephen N. Wambugu 
 Mutua Makau Markus Weiss 
 Gideon Mbili Melanie Wray 
 David C. Mtwanguo  

 

In Attendance 
 Neeltje W. Rosenstok Executive Officer 
 Wambui E. Gacheru EAKC Office Assistant  

 
1. THE NOTICE CONVENING THE MEETING.  

The notice convening the meeting were read by the Executive Officer. The meeting being properly 
convened in accordance with the Rules and Constitution of the Club and quorum is present.  

a. Because it was not possible to hold an AGM in 2020 it is explained that all the matters 
prepared for that meeting shall be handled at the current AGM.  

b. The Council maintained the status quo from 2019 
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c. All matters tabled for the 2020 AGM were “frozen” in the state as prepared for the 2020 
AGM, including the election of Officers and Members standing for council whose term was 
stretched, to arrive her at this point. 

d. The nomination forms submitted last year, and those submitted this year, were accepted as 
valid for this year’s election as long as the nominee was still eligible and expressed willing.   

e. The Meeting is opened at 12:00 by Mrs. B. E. Davis Chairperson for 2019 and 2020. 
 

2. CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES  
The minutes of the last Annual General Meeting held on Saturday April 27th, 2019, having been 
circulated to Members 
a) Proposed by: Pamela Galley 
b) Seconded by: Andrew J. Davies 

a. Duly signed by the chairperson. 
  

3. THE CHAIRPERSON'S REPORT FOR THE YEAR 2019 AND 2020 
 

Firstly, may I welcome you all to our long-awaited AGM. What incredible circumstances we have had 
to sustain these past 18 months due to the Corona Pandemic, including holding this double (two year) 
AGM.  

Before I start my Chairman’s report, I would like to offer my condolences and ask for a minute’s silence 
for those who have passed away over the past two years, we know almost everyone has lost a family 
member or a dear friend due to the dreaded pandemic, or other causes. 

However, I can cast my eye back to a more “normal” year as I start my report by covering our 100th 
year of service to pedigree dogs in East Africa, our Centenary, and I can say it was a very successful 
year.  

The first months of the year 2019 were spent in busy preparations for our centenary show, which took 
place on the 11th and 12th of May. We ordered special souvenirs as presents for our members and for 
sale; we created a special catalogue with more advertising than usual, and we had our best number of 
entries for many years. 275 in total.  

We had invited Stuart Mallard from England as he has been a friend to the EAKC for many years. He 
has judged at Crufts and all over the world. He also judged our show in 1999 and 2010, so he was a 
fitting choice.  

Below are the top results for this show 
• Best in Show: A Yoder Maina’s Pug: Ch. Summersim Runway Riot at Imani(ZA) 
• Reserve Best in Show went to Mrs. Jasreet Brar-Patel’s Beagle Voxcreek Winnatakesitall (ZA) 
• And Third Best in Show and best Country bred Mrs. B. E. Davis’s Labrador Retriever Ch.Ontulele 

Merely Amonarch 
• Best Veteran went to Dr. M. McDevette’s  Labrador Retriever Sh Ch Andulus Gulliver’s Boy 
• Best Puppy in Show to Stephen Ananda’s GSD(standard coat) Dux Toby 
• Best Junior Handler  

o 13-18 years to Hafiz Hussein and 
o 8-12 years to Isa Maina 

 Best Junior Handler in Show: Hafiz Hussein 

Stuart’s Mallard stated that he felt a lovely atmosphere prevailed throughout the weekend and 
thanked you all for your sportsmanship. He said: “An excellent entry of dogs were exhibited and 
temperaments were of the highest order, the standard of handling was first rate in all but a very few 
instances.”  
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It was lovely to have the Boerboel breed join us for the first time. They do not get CCs yet, but once 
we have them registered in our system they will be a breed to watch out for! Such a great and 
enthusiastic Club.  

The showground looked fantastic and very festive with tents all dressed and ready to be filled with our 
sponsors’ wonderful products. Here I would like to give a huge thanks to all our sponsors who come to 
every show and give us their support. Without them we would find it extremely difficult to bring our 
overseas judge to enable us to hold our shows. 

This was sadly the last show for Fiona Kirkcaldy & family, who won the Terrier Group with Ch. 
Woodstock Rusty Nail. Thank you for all the help you gave the EAKC & Lab Club over the years, you will 
be sorely missed. Bon Voyage & hope you settle happily in your new home. 

Our second show was held on 12-13 October 2019. We had  a last-minute scramble as our judge, Carla 
Molinari had to withdraw due to ill health. She kindly organized another international Judge for us from 
Portugal. Luis Catalan, who like Carla, is a senior member of the FCI and an international All Breed 
Championship judge. He slotted us into his busy judging schedule and did a great job, despite having 
to leave Sunday night immediately after the show to make it to his next appointment. 

Grace, Anna, Neeltje and I met with him about the trouble the EAKC faces in joining the FCI. He gave 
us some excellent advice and ideas on how to approach them once again, without changing the EAKC 
name 

It is difficult to get the FCI to understand that the EAKC is the only Kennel Club in the whole of East and 
Central Africa. According to the FCI regulations, a Kennel Club can only cover 1 country, this would bar 
all our neighbouring countries, Tanzania, Uganda, Ethiopia, Somalia, Burundi, and Rwanda who rely on 
us to maintain their pedigree register. 

Even if these countries start their own Kennel Club it would take many years before they would have 
the necessary 500 registrations required to join the FCI. We continue to work on this and hope that we 
will have a better understanding with their new Chairperson.  

The top results of the October show were as follows: 

• Best in Show Mrs. B. E. Davis’ Labrador Retriever, Dual Ch. Ontulele Merely Amonarch 
• Reserve Best in Show Arvinder Ghataura’s GSD, Asja von Haus Milmar (SERB) 
• Third Best in Show Regula Wacker’s Rhodesian Ridgeback, Wildfire Diva aka Skye 
• Best Veteran in Show, Mrs. B. E. Davis’, Dual Ch. Ontulele Greenwich Dream 
• Best Puppy in Show, Dr. M. M. Kahangara’s German Shepherd Dog Monalisa Uriel 
• JUNIOR HANDLING  

o Best Junior Handler 13-18 years old Isa Maina 
o Best Junior Handler 8-12 years old Mohammed Hussein 

 Best Junior Handler of the Show award was a tie between Isa Maina and Hafiz 
Hussein. Our judge, Luis Catalan, chose Isa Maina as the winner. Congratulations 
to both these young handlers 

 Best Junior Handler of the Year was Isa Maina 

Our Catering in 2019, 2020, and today was done by the Rusty Nail Caterers who did a sterling job, 
feeding and watering us all extremely well at both our shows and the AGM. Thank you Peter, George, 
and staff for looking after us so well.  

I would like to thank the show committee, chaired by Anna, who, regardless of her broken hip, ran 2 
excellent shows in 2019.  

Over the year 2019, we also hosted 2 GSD Club shows at our Jamhuri Park grounds with overseas 
judges, an LKA Championship Show and a highly successful Boerboel Assessment event. 
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Training continued throughout 2019 with the GSD Club’s 10-week courses. The GSD Club have finally 
been able to re-register their name, no longer the GSD League, now the GSD Club of East Africa, this 
took 3 years. This goes to show you why we do not want to change the name of our East Africa Kennel 
Club at the behest of the FCI. 

Sadly, the obedience classes at the shows have not had the following they used to have over the last 
2years. Here we have to say a sad farewell to Linda Brown and Neil Cohen who were to leave the 
country in April, but actually left in August 2020 to live in the UK with their 3 dogs. I would like to thank 
them very much indeed for all the very hard work, time and energy given in training and judging. They 
dedicated so much to dogdom in Kenya. 

You will both be very missed, not only by the EAKC, but also the GSD Club, obedience group and the 
Labrador Club, to whom you have both contributed in so many ways, in judging trials, good citizen 
wards and finally camping with your beloved dogs. 

The Labrador club continues to run its Wednesday morning training and socializing classes for all 
breeds of dogs, whether pedigree, cross breed, or any other variety. They also run the UK Good Citizen 
Award Scheme. The Labrador Club held their own successful show and trial with over 100 dogs entered 
at the new (this) showground. 

In 2019 we registered over 1000 dogs, of which only 26 were imports, and in 2020, we had 941 
registrations, with 29 imports. I will not read the exact figures, but we will publish them. I often see 
nice pedigree dogs at craft fairs, especially at Karura Forest. If these dogs were known and registered, 
it would help our gene pool for the various breeds a lot.  As our members, I hope you will help us 
spread the word to those who come in with pedigree dogs, even if only for 2 years, that they could 
make a valuable contribution by registering and breeding their dogs here. 

Hip dysplasia testing is ongoing every 2nd month and an encouraging number of breeders/owners are 
taking advantage of this service. It is strongly recommended that all breeding dogs (large breeds) are 
hip scored before breeding to ensure the continued quality of our dogs.  

The EAKC office strongly recommends that all dogs should be microchipped, and it is already 
compulsory for some breeds, that breeding dogs are chipped before their offspring can be registered. 
This rule will be applied to all breeds in time. 

In June, Council made the decision to accept the registration of “ridgeless” ridgebacks. This decision 
was deliberated at length and opinions sought from Kennel Clubs and breed clubs globally resulting in 
a limited (endorsed) registration (Progeny Not eligible for registration) of these dogs.  

KUSA’s Breed Health Committee sent us a message that it  
“…applauds the efforts of the East Africa Kennel Club to convince breeders to report incidents of 
Dermoid Sinus and Ridgelessness in Rhodesian Ridgebacks and to have these conditions recorded on 
the registry. KUSA concurs that refusing registration of affected dogs serves no purpose.” 

We are still hoping to get DNA testing established in an efficient way here in Kenya. The Council would 
like to start doing random tests on litters, sires, and dams so that we retain a pure and known gene 
pool.  

In July, we were all horrified as a wave of Aflatoxin poisoning cases spread across the country causing 
much distress. Much was learned from this sad occurrence and as always we advise to keep your dogs 
off local maize products where possible as this is clearly the main source. 

The Show ground and environment were beautifully maintained by Yusuf and his Committee, plus the 
two James’s (Ground’s men) with a lot of help from Anna. I thank them all for the efforts they make to 
keep the grounds in such good order. Compared to other show grounds throughout the world, we can 
remain proud of ours. How long we manage to retain it for, I cannot predict.  
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The development below us is ongoing and keeps creating its own problems, and we are still waiting for 
them to repair our gate house as promised. 

When I took over as Chairperson of the EAKC in 2018 I was worried and terribly upset that in the 
accounts for 2017 we had a deficit of 1.5 Million shillings. I resolved to bring the Club back on to an 
even keel and I am pleased to tell you that this has been achieved in 2019.  

We are a non-profit making club, but we must generate enough income to manage our expenditure 
and keep ourselves solvent. We achieved this with the unstinting help of Linda van Dalen who was a 
qualified Auditor in Holland prior to coming to Kenya. She has laboured constantly for many months 
to produce accounts that we can now be proud of and that are a true reflection of the Finances of our 
Kennel Club. She did this with enormous help from Neeltje, who had to research and produce answers 
to innumerable questions about the accounts.  Both ladies deserve medals, and we cannot thank them 
enough for the work they have done to bring this about. This will be explained in detail by Linda when 
she presents her accounts as our treasurer. 

Since I took over, the council members met regularly, as they always have, but also the Executive 
Committee, which controls the finances and general wellbeing of the club, meets very regularly now 
and we now have our fingers firmly on the pulse of the finances of our club. 

Richard Maranga stepped down as treasurer during 2019 due to pressure of work, although he remains 
on our committee, and we still have the benefit of his presence at our meetings. We are grateful for 
all that he did for us during this difficult time.  

2020 brought quite the upheaval when COVID came on the scene. Forcing us to re-organise the running 
of the club and trainings as we all went into hiding. Thanks to the digitalisation efforts made in the 
office, registrations were able to continue online almost seamlessly, and our council was able to 
muddle on with online meetings.  

The 2020 Accounts have obviously been affected by Covid and the drastic changes it caused (no 
shows), but we have been far from idle. 

In July WIBA insurance was looked into and instated in August. All further EAKC insurances were 
reassessed, and new quotes were requested, and the best option was activated in August. Also, around 
this time the decision was made to close the EAKC pet food shop, on advice of our treasurer as there 
are now so many other alternatives on the scene.  

Our previous financial administrator, eSolutions sadly let us down, not fulfilling the service agreed upon 
so the contract with them was severed and fully settled in August. 

In September some of us were able to meet in person again, which meant that we attempted a “hybrid” 
meeting which turned out to be very difficult. We decided to push on and see if you (our members) 
wanted us to organise a Show as things had started to look up and 70% of you responded that you 
would love that! We had a judge lined up so Neeltje started the mammoth task of organising this show, 
last minute with all the necessary COVID Protocols, when at the last minute our judge cancelled as she 
was unable to cope with the quarantine which would be imposed on her upon return to the UK.  

Another panicked scramble ensued from which we were rescued by Michael Forte (a previous judge) 
who recommended Donne Lucas from South Africa, who was able to cut her own holiday short to come 
over and very ably judge our October 2020 Show, which, as you know was our first show at this 
beautiful showground, where there was even enough space for the GSDs to be quiet. 

The new spacious grounds and set up made for a great show for which we got many compliments. The 
winners of this show were: 
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• Best in Show Mr. S. Kabuga’s, Rottweiler, Gimli Spartan Arena (SERB) 
• Reserve Best in Show and Best Country Bred B.E. Davis’s, Labrador Retriever, Dual Ch. Ontulele 

Merely Amonarch 
• Third Best in Show, Mr. M. Nadeem Butt’s, German Shepherd Dog Ch. Rusko vom Hühnegrab of 

Doeland (D) 
• Best puppy in show:  Sundeep Benawra’s German Shepherd Dog Skaga Daniella Dan 
• Best Veteran in show: Ann Taieth’s Cocker Spaniel Sh. Ch. Syrmor Maid in Blue at Flyaway (GB) 

o Best Junior Handler 13-18 years old  Hafiz Hussein 
o Best Junior Handler 8-12 years old  Tania Kabuga 

 Best Junior Handler of the Show  Tania Kabuga 

Best Junior Handler of the year was not awarded as not enough competitions had been held. 

While reviewing the entries for the October show, a discrepancy was found with the entry of a dog in 
the “Open Class” while already holding a SA Champion Title. Based on the rules and regulations in 
place at the time, the dog in question had to enter the “Champion Class”. This discovery brough to 
light an oversight in the rules and regulations. The rule was reworded and unanimously adopted by 
council.  

The new wording: For EAKC Champions which have been confirmed as Champion or Show Champion 
under EAKC Rules. The winner of the Champion class will not be eligible to challenge for the CC but may 
compete for Best of Breed. [min.2020-136] 

At the same meeting three complaints were brought forth concerning Angela Yoder Maina, and in 
accordance with our rules, a disciplinary Committee was constituted to handle this, and action was 
taken to deal with the matter fairly. 

In December 2020 Fred retired from the club. He has been a stalwart of the Club since 1985 and we 
hope he enjoys his retirement. A small harambee was held to allow each of you to contribute 
personally, which he received gratefully together with all moneys due to him legally. He was very 
grateful for all your contributions. A huge thank you to him for all his years of service.  

The last of the technical matters we must bring up is the change in rules implemented through the 
GSD Breed club, following on from a directive of the SV (GSD Club Germany) is that we must now treat 
GSD Long coats as a separate breed from the Short Coats, meaning that breeding between the two 
varieties is no longer permitted. This was implemented at the start of 2021. 

The Weld Dixon Showground where we now sit, is developing well. We have held Labrador Field Trials 
here and Anna has tended the trees that continue to grow. Anna has to be congratulated on the 
amazing work she has done for us in developing the grounds with the help of Willie, Joshua, and Justus 
our new groundsman. Justus works tirelessly to maintain what you can see today. 

We had exceptionally heavy rains which made the grass grow very fast and we looked at various lawn 
mowers which proved very expensive to cope with grounds the size of this new showground. After 
COVID came we decided not to purchase a lawn mower and instead get someone to cut the grass and 
take the hay, which allows this to pay for itself. 

This has benefitted the ground as the grass base has started to thicken out as you can see, and it will 
be ready for mowing again next month. 

The lawyers are hopeful that we can complete all the government processes in the next year. As you 
know, we held the 2018 AGM here so many of you are aware of this wonderful and generous bequest 
from Natasha James. 

Regardless of COVID, in 2020 one very satisfactory result was achieved, which was to have the Weld 
Dixon Showground officially put into the Kennel Club name and have the LR number registered. The 
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Sub Committee in charge of this met on numerous occasions with Sarah Ndwiga from the lawyers and 
Robert Wayumba’s deep understanding and knowledge of the land situation was very much 
appreciated and probably saved the day once or twice. With this, the EAKC is hopeful of a new and 
permanent home.  

All the culverts and water connections were put in and while it will take a while before the title deeds 
are done, we need to plan for the future. As a non-profit making organization, we have no funds 
available to put up the new buildings we require for offices, stores, and staff housing. We will need all 
our members to talk to friends and companies to sponsor, bequeath, donate, and give generously, as 
we once did for the Jamhuri Park grounds. I would like to thank the LKA and the Labrador Club and 
their members who have donated/sponsored all the costs of Surveyors, Culverts, Contractors, Water 
Tanks, amounting to well over 1million shillings. Without their assistance, the grounds would not look 
anything like what has been achieved so far. 

The EAKC itself has also been doing its bit paying for maintenance, staff, equipment, and the building 
of the toilets. 

To the Council members I extend a big vote of thanks for all your help and support.  

I thank the judges, obedience judges, volunteers , vets, stewards, collectors, announcers, scribes, 
handlers, cup stewards, so many it is difficult to name. The shows could not run without your support. 

I also congratulate all the competitors and their dogs for entering and making shows happen.  

I extend a huge thank you to Linda van Dalen for her untiring energy as the Ring Steward. We hope 
that the slightly smaller main ring has been helpful to you. 

Seeds in his Garden – Thank you, Becky and all her family who come to help us run the show. We miss 
you very much Becky and wish you well in the USA. 

Deepa Galot, Thank you for providing Safari Water and keeping us hydrated in the office during shows. 
Deepa has done this show after show for many years. 

A big “Thank you” to Securex who have provided us with security free of charge.  

Now I must thank Neeltje for all the extremely hard work she does not just in the office, but also at 
home and in the evenings. She works tirelessly on behalf of the EAKC. She does not stop working when 
the door of the office is locked. There is so much going on in the background that people are unaware 
of. She is in contact with so many overseas societies on our behalf and obtains answers to questions 
quickly and efficiently.  

I can now step down as Chairperson and happily remain in the background in future as I hand over to 
Grace Wahome as my successor. I wish her well and will continue to give her my full support if and 
when needed. To the EAKC Council I extend my sincere and deep thanks for all the support and hep I 
have received in so many different ways. 

This took me a little longer due to COVID, but after 2 years and 8 months (instead of the intended 1 
year) I retired at the end of November as we started to see and opening in COVID and were able to 
begin training again and think forward positively. It was for Grace to take up the Chairpersons job. I 
hand over to her now to complete this report in her own words. 

a) Proposed by: Grace W. Wahome 
b) Seconded by: Tinah Rood 
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Chairman’s Report 2020 – Grace Wahome 
Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. Thank you, Biddy, for your wonderful speech as well as leadership as 
Chairperson of EAKC now and in all the previous years that you have tirelessly continued to lead and support 
the Kennel Club.  

I must confess that since I joined the club I aspired to learn and follow in Biddy’s footsteps to the betterment 
of the Kennel Club as well as the Dog World in general. I have big boots to fill! and I hope that one day, the 
coming generation will look back and appreciate the work I intend to do for the Kennel Club to move it 
forward as I appreciate and applaud the tremendous work you have done before me. It is not a secret that 
many of us here appreciate you and you will always be in our hearts. I hope and pray that you will always be 
there to guide us when called upon. May God always bless the work of your hands. I would now like to present 
you with a gift as a token of thanks. 

Having taken over from Biddy in November 2020, I do not have much to add, however I would like to highlight 
a few points. 

First of all, as we are all seated here, on the Weld Dixon Showground, we cannot start to appreciate the 
beauty of these grounds which have been given to us, by Natasha. Once again thank you Tashi, we will always 
be grateful for your most generous gift. In addition to what Biddy just said, the future of the grounds solemnly 
relies on us, the members, to make it our own. Soon, we will be calling upon all of you to help to improve the 
grounds even further. I would also like to encourage all other dog clubs affiliated with EAKC, to give their input 
as these grounds will in the future benefit all dog clubs in Kenya. I thank Anna and her team, Robert, and 
others once again for their continuous work here and everyone else who has had an input in it.  

Our now new members of staff lead by Neeltje as the Executive Officer, and Wambui have certainly come at a 
time when more hands are needed as we implement new rules and procedures starting with the GSD Club of 
East Africa. The changes in registration of GSDs separating Long Coats and Short or Standard Coated dogs into 
entirely separate breeds, as well as the international recommendations of DNA tests in dogs.  

There is no doubt that we intend to keep up with new international standards, of registration. In addition to 
this, we must appreciate the implementation of Zooeasy which was done a few years ago which will also assist 
all our members in matching their dogs with correct breeding partners as well as maintain our records as our 
community grows even further both in East Africa and other countries.  

As I close, I look forward to working with each and every one of you, not only for the future of EAKC as a club 
but for the future of dogdom in general. 

I would like to thank each member of the EAKC, dog club affiliated with EAKC, other external bodies involved in 
the dogdom both in Kenya and internationally, members of the committee of whom I have come to know and 
appreciate over the years  

Finally, to all my committee members “The strength of the team is each individual member, and the strength of 
each member is the Team”. As a team we will always achieve the best no matter whatever challenges come our 
way.  

Thank you.  

a) Proposed by: Dr. M. M. Kahangara 
b) Seconded by: Natasha James 

 

Below are the Registration Figures  

Membership (Fully paid up) 2019 2020 
Total 152 190 
Full Members 84 132 
Associate Members 64 57 
Junior Members 4 5 
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2019 2020 
Total Registrations 1067 941 
Of which Imports 26 29 

Most Popular Breed Statistics 2019 2020 
GSD 586 455 (+92 LC) 
Rottweiler 113 114 
Labrador Retriever 111 84 
Golden Retriever 71 35 
Rhodesian Ridgeback 26 25 
Caucasian Shepherd Dog 19 54 
Cane Corso 17 1 
White Swiss Shepherd 13 17 
Yorkshire Terrier 12 12 
Great Dane 11 10 
Beagle 11 13 
Siberian Husky 10 0 
Saint Bernard 9 0 

4. SPECIAL BUSINESS, WHICH WAS PUBLISHED IN THE AGENDA, TO BE HANDLED AT THE 2020 AGM

a) TO MAKE HONOURABLE LIFE MEMBERS
i. Dr. I. Luvai

For his representation of the East Africa Kennel Club to the Kenya Vet Board and
KESCAVA

ii. Yusuf Hussein
For his lifelong dedication to dogdom in general.

1. Passed

5. RESOLUTION RECEIVED FOR THE 2020 AGM
We received a resolution, the subject of which was unclear, put forward by Angela Yoder Maina. Despite
having been received after the deadline the council decided to try to accept the resolution, however upon
further inspection it did not meet the necessary requirement on signatures to be brought to the AGM.

6. TO RECEIVE THE HON. TREASURER'S REPORT (2019-2020)

First, I would like to say how wonderful it is to see all of you in person. It has been a difficult time for 
everybody, and I am pleased that we are finally able to see each other’s faces in real life. 

My first treasurer’s report. Exciting and scary at the same time. Immediately the first time in EAKC history 
(as far as I know) that we are doing the report for a two-year period since we had to cancel last year’s 
AGM due to Covid. 

I became acting Treasurer in September 2019 when Richard Maranga had to resign due to increasing 
demands from his place of employment. It was a sad but understandable decision, and we were all 
delighted that Richard was able to continue serving as a regular member of the council. I would like to 
thank Richard for his service to the EAKC as Treasurer. 

You have all received a summary sheet with the highlights of the financials 2019 and 2020. The figures are 
directly taken from the audited financial statements. In case you are interested in the full audit report, and 
you are a paid-up member, you can request a copy from the Executive Officer.  

It was my guess that most would not be interested in all the details and for some, even the one-page 
summary is too much. I am a strong believer in full financial transparency and a lover of details so feel free 
to cut me short at any point when it is getting boring. 
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As Biddy just stated in her report, the EAKC had reported two consecutive years of deficits in 2017 and 
2018. It was during the 2018 AGM that I asked some questions and offered my help as the financial 
position of the club seemed to be at risk. I was welcomed with open arms and given card blanche to 
investigate, audit, ask questions and make suggestions.  

At the end of an intense period of long and late hours, the hard work paid off and I am glad to report that 
for the year 2019, the EAKC managed to record a profit of 515,312/=.  

This was mainly made possible due to a successful Centenary show and relatively low expenses for the 
development of the new Weld Dixon grounds. Registrations were up in 2019 with about 286,000/= 
compared to 2018. A lot of clean-up of the accounting system was performed in 2019 so we could start 
2020 with a clean slate. All transactions and balances have been scrutinized with a fine toothcomb. This 
activity resulted in some write offs of bad or questionable debts as well as some releases of unclear 
liabilities the EAKC had recorded in the books. It also resulted in a sharpened focus on initial recording as 
well as supporting documentation for outgoing funds. 

In 2020, the world turned upside down due to Covid and this also had a financial consequence for the 
EAKC. Shows were cancelled and income from the shows was practically non-existent. Because the 
grounds were not used, we also did not invoice our advertisers which meant another loss of income. 
Registrations of litters and new imports did not stop and actually went up with close to 418,000/= 
compared to 2019. The Executive Officer also ensured that memberships were actually paid, which 
resulted in an additional 40,000/= for 2020.   

On the side of the expenses, the EAKC had to deal with the retirement of long service staff member Fred. 
Without any legal obligation to do so, the EAKC ensured that Fred was given a generous retirement gift on 
top of his NSSF funds.  In addition, the EAKC agreed to a settlement with E-Solutions, the previous 
bookkeeping firm, for the sake of peace and closure. Both these unusual expenses in combination with the 
loss of income from shows lead to a deficit of 359,960/= for 2020. 

As an auditor by past profession and in heart, looking forward and projecting is not a natural setting. We 
check and verify and balance out what happened in the past. But looking forward into the financial future 
of the EAKC, I am cautiously optimistic that we should be able to break even for 2021 or maybe even 
record a small surplus. We do however need to keep a firm hand on the purse in my opinion, especially 
not knowing what the future of shows might hold. As for you as members, I urge you to do your part. Pay 
your subscriptions in time, pay for your litter registrations in full as the club needs the funds to be able to 
function. Too many invoices remain unpaid for too long while it is OUR responsibility as members to 
ensure the smooth running of the club! 

I am exciting to see all what has been happening at the Weld Dixon Showgrounds as we enter the next 
crucial phase of the development of the new home of the EAKC. I would like to extend my never-ending 
gratitude to Natasha for her generosity to the EAKC and the dog world of East Africa. A preliminary sketch 
of the ideas for the development of the grounds can be viewed. Fundraising efforts for the development 
of actual buildings etc will start soon and we ask you all for your ideas, connections, assistance with time 
and skills as well as financial support if possible. 

I would also like to say a word of thanks to the Executive Officer Neeltje, for doing her best to answer all 
my questions, even when they did not make sense to her, and for being opened to develop a better 
accounting system for the EAKC. With the new addition to the office, Wambui, as part of the team, we will 
continue to work together towards an efficient, transparent, and compliant accounting system. 

Please feel free to ask any questions you might have. Due to the nature of the AGM, this cannot be done 
during the meeting. But I will be around for questions later or via call or email 
(treasurer.eakennelclub@gmail.com). The shared summary of the Income and Expense statement of the 
Club will be attached with these minutes. 

a) Proposed by: Linda Telles  
b) Seconded by: Richard F. Maranga 

  

mailto:treasurer.eakennelclub@gmail.com
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7. ELECTION OF AUDITOR: Proposed is Moore JVB LLP
It was unanimously agreed to, once again, stay with the same auditors.
The auditors have changed their name, they were formerly known as Joy V Bhatt, then became Moore
Stephens JVB LLP in 2017 and Moore JVB LLP in 2019, thus, for the first time under this name at our AGM.

8. ELECTION OF TREASURER
This comes a little after the fact, as Linda van Dalen was co-opted onto council, and has been the acting
treasurer since Richard Maranga retired from the position.

Ms. L. van Dalen – unanimously approved

9. ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS

a) Standing for Chairperson:
i) Grace W. Wahome -  unanimously approved

b) Standing for Vice Chairperson:
i) Dr. M. M. Kahangara – unanimously approved – for 2 years
ii) Mrs. A. McFerran – unanimously approved – for 1 year

10. MEMBERS ELECTED TO COUNCIL
There are 6 available positions, as in addition to the ending of four of the council member’s terms in
office, Mr Nadeem M. Butt and Dr. I. Luvai chose to retire this year.

After a ballot, the following members were elected to serve on the EAKC Council.

a) Stephen A. Ananda
b) Andrew J. Davies
c) Pamela Galley
d) Cromwell Kedemi
e) Richard F. Maranga
f) Judy C. Seton

11. ELECTION OF TRUSTEES
No new trustees were proposed, thus Mrs H. Erucliani, who was due to retire will be kept on for further term, 
unanimously approved.  

12. A Resolution to Ratify the updated (2021) Constitution proposed by the Rules and Regulations Committee
and passed by Council. The updated Constitution was circulated among members and taken as read. The
changes were passed unopposed.

13. There being no further business the meeting was closed at 13:30.

Prepared by 

N. W. Rosenstok 
Executive Officer 

Signed Date 
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